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Reviewer's report:

This paper is a polemic attack on residency program "discrimination" against international medical graduates. Data consist of a review of findings from three published papers in the literature, dated 1994, 1997 and 2002. The conclusion is that residency programs preferentially admit USMGs over IMGs, and that this is unfortunate because it undermines the value of meritocracy. Authors do admit "IMGs impose an extra educational burden on US residency programs, especially in the first year of residency," but dismiss this concern with the statement that while "knowledge deficits are not trivial and take real resources in the form of special and curriculum and faculty time to resolve," these problems "can be expunged."

There is no acknowledgment whatsoever of a growing concern about depleting the physician workforce in countries of origin (about 60% of IMGs in the US come from low or lower-middle income countries).

Methods are trivial, findings are irrational, and conclusions are not helpful to the discussion. Reject.
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